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Eventually, you will agreed discover a new experience and finishing by spending more cash. still when? complete you resign yourself to that you
require to get those every needs following having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more concerning the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own become old to play reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Alisher Navoiy Va Bobur Ijodini O
Rganish Dars Ishlanmasi below.

of genres, and the relations between genre and gender. This anthology,
the first of its kind in English, charts these fascinating developments.
Through judicious selections from major twentieth-century genre
theorists including Yury Tynyanov, Vladimir Propp, Mikhail Bakhtin,
Hans Robert Jauss, Rosalie Colie, Fredric Jameson, Tzvetan Todorov,
Gérard Genette and Jacques Derrida, it demonstrates the central role
that notions of genre have played in Russian Formalism, structuralism
and post-structuralism, reception theory, and various modes of historical
criticism. Each essay is accompanied by a detailed headnote, and the
volume opens with a lucid introduction emphasising the international
and interdisciplinary character of modern debates about genre. Also
included are an annotated bibliography and a glossary of key terms,
making this an indispensable resource for students and anyone
interested in genre studies or literary theory.
Improve Your English Pronunciation and Learn Over 500
Commonly Mispronounced Words - Jakub Marian 2013-08-27
Did you know that "colonel" is pronounced the same as "kernel"? Most
learners pronounce hundreds of words incorrectly during some stage of
their "career" as English speakers. This book contains the following: A
detailed explanation of over 300 words that most learners pronounce
wrong, and a list of more than 500 commonly mispronounced words
overall Common error patterns in English pronunciation More than one

Absorbing Sets in Infinite-dimensional Manifolds - Taras Banakh
1996
Oxford Learner's Pocket Dictionary of Business English - Dilys Parkinson
2006-11-30
Covers a wide range of business areas including Finance, Commerce,
Marketing, and Human Resources Up-to-date vocabulary from British
and American English Special sections help with common phrases to
show words that are always used together (e.g. competitive/high/low
prices) 1,000 most important terms are marked with a star
Modern Genre Theory - David Duff 2014-09-11
Since Aristotle, genre has been one of the fundamental concepts of
literary theory, and much of the world's literature and criticism has been
shaped by ideas about the nature, function and value of literary genres.
Modern developments in critical theory, however, prompted in part by
the iconoclastic practices of modern writers and the emergence of new
media such as film and television, have put in question traditional
categories, and challenged the assumptions on which earlier genre
theory was based. This has led not just to a reinterpretation of individual
genres and the development of new classifications, but also to a radically
new understanding of such key topics as the mixing and evolution of
genres, generic hierarchies and genre-systems, the politics and sociology
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hundred English heteronyms (words that are spelled the same but
pronounced differently) Basics of the International Phonetic Alphabet
and English phonology
Language and Gender - Jane Sunderland 2006
An introduction to language and gender, with work from a range of
cultural - including non-Western - contexts and methodological
approaches. With readings of, among others, Deborah Cameron and
Mary Haas. An accompanying website can be found at
http://www.routledge.com/textbooks/0415311047.
Beneficent Knowledge - Yūsuf (khāṣṣ-hājib) 1998

1925
Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature - Kara K.
Keeling 2012-03-20
Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature is the first scholarly
volume on the topic, connecting children's literature to the burgeoning
discipline of food studies. Following the lead of historians like Mark
Kurlansky, Jeffrey Pilcher and Massimo Montanari, who use food as a
fundamental node for understanding history, the essays in this volume
present food as a multivalent signifier in children’s literature, and make
a strong argument for its central place in literature and literary theory.
Written by some of the most respected scholars in the field, the essays
between these covers tackle texts from the nineteenth century (Rudyard
Kipling’s Kim) to the contemporary (Dave Pilkey’s Captain Underpants
series), the U.S. multicultural (Asian-American) to the international
(Ireland, Brazil, Mexico). Spanning genres such as picture books, chapter
books, popular media, and children’s cookbooks, contributors utilize a
variety of approaches, including archival research, cultural studies,
formalism, gender studies, post-colonialism, post-structuralism, race
studies, structuralism, and theology. Innovative and wide-ranging,
Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature provides us with a
critical opportunity to puzzle out the significance of food in children’s
literature.
The History of Folklore in Europe - Giuseppe Cocchiara 1981

Origin - Dan Brown 2018-07-17
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology, arrives at the
ultramodern Guggenheim Museum Bilbao to attend the unveiling of a
discovery that “will change the face of science forever.” The evening’s
host is Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old billionaire and futurist, and one
of Langdon’s first students. But the meticulously orchestrated evening
suddenly erupts into chaos, and Kirsch’s precious discovery teeters on
the brink of being lost forever. Facing an imminent threat, Langdon is
forced to flee. With him is Ambra Vidal, the elegant museum director
who worked with Kirsch. They travel to Barcelona on a perilous quest to
locate a cryptic password that will unlock Kirsch’s secret. Navigating the
dark corridors of hidden history and extreme religion, Langdon and Vidal
must evade an enemy whose all-knowing power seems to emanate from
Spain’s Royal Palace. They uncover clues that ultimately bring them faceto-face with Kirsch’s shocking discovery…and the breathtaking truth that
has long eluded us.
The Grammar of Case - John M. Anderson 1971-07-02
A study of the different roles which nouns play in the event or state
expressed by the verb or adjective with which they are associated. The
book explores within the framework of transformational-generative
grammar the 'localist hypothesis', which asserts that all the roles for
nouns involve basically the notions of location and direction.
Cromwell, Tragédie en Cinq Actes Et en Vers - Honoré de Balzac
alisher-navoiy-va-bobur-ijodini-o-rganish-dars-ishlanmasi

Entire and Subharmonic Functions - B. Ya. Levin 1992
The Use and Effectiveness of Macroprudential Policies Mr.Eugenio Cerutti 2015-03-17
Using a recent IMF survey and expanding on previous studies, we
document the use of macroprudential policies for 119 countries over the
2000-13 period, covering many instruments. Emerging economies use
macroprudential policies most frequently, especially foreign exchange
related ones, while advanced countries use borrower-based policies
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more. Usage is generally associated with lower growth in credit, notably
in household credit. Effects are less in financially more developed and
open economies, however, and usage comes with greater cross-border
borrowing, suggesting some avoidance. And while macroprudential
policies can help manage financial cycles, they work less well in busts.
The History of Bukhara - Abū Bakr Muḥammad ibn Jaʻfar Narshakhī
2007-01-01
Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Narshakhi of Bukhara wrote the history of
his city and presented it to the Samanid ruler Nuh ibn Nasr in 943 C.E.
(A.H. 332). This is the only book he is known to have written.Narshakhi?s
History of Bukhara is unusual among histories of Middle Eastern cities
because it provides a broad and perceptive overview of urban life of the
time, as opposed to the standard biographies of religious leaders.Richard
Frye?s translation from the Persian presents an engaging, readable
narrative that recreates the lively intellectual and commercial life of this
vibrant ancient city. In the tenth century, Bukhara was a cultural center
that rivaled Baghdad, and was known as ?the dome of learning in the
East.? It was a dynamic metropolis, capital of the semi-independent
dynasty that ruled most of present-day Iran and Central Asia. It was in
Bukhara that the so-called Persian Renaissance began, with its farreaching literary implications.Narshakhi portrays not only rulers, but
also everyday life in cities and villages. This primary source affords
insights into life in Eastern Iran and Central Asia during a period of
change in the Islamic world. TAbout Richard Frye:Richard N. Frye,
Harvard University, is the author of The Heritage of Central Asia, Ibn
Fadlan?s Journey to Russia, and numerous other books.
The Triple Agent - Joby Warrick 2012-05-01
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The Pulitzer-Prize winning reporter takes us
deep inside the CIA's war against al-Qaeda, with rare inside access, for
an unforgettable portrait of both Humam Khalil al-Balawi and the
veteran agents whose fierce desire to avenge 9/11 led to a terrible
miscalculation. In December 2009, a group of the CIA’s top terrorist
hunters gathered at a secret base in Afghanistan to greet a rising
superspy: Humam Khalil al-Balawi, a Jordanian who had infiltrated the
alisher-navoiy-va-bobur-ijodini-o-rganish-dars-ishlanmasi

upper ranks of al-Qaeda. For months, he had sent shocking revelations
from inside the terrorist network and now promised to help the CIA
assassinate Osama bin Laden’s top deputy. Instead, as he stepped from
his car, al-Balawi detonated a thirty-pound bomb, instantly killing seven
CIA operatives and giving the agency its worst loss of life in decades.
Banker - Leslie Waller 1997-03-01
Sports Management and Administration - David Watt 2004-04-28
Sport is a growing industry with enormous numbers of people now
involved in the management and administration of sports, fitness and
exercise. Whether voluntary, public or commercial sectors, all can
benefit by improving the practice and delivery of the management of
sport and its organisations. This text is designed to help all those
delivering sport to deliver it better and includes: · What's different and
special about sports management? · The voluntary sector · Event
management and marketing · Marketing, fundraising and sponsorship ·
Managing staff and volunteers · Organisational management principles ·
Legal issues including health and safety · Case studies - both local and
national. Full of practical examples this book reveals sports management
in action, showing how good management helps us to deliver better
sports participation, at all levels. This book is a must for undergraduates
as well as an invaluable tool for professionals in sport management and
administration in the private public and voluntary sectors.
The Umbrella - Clare Harris 2008-05-31
Bank Shot - Donald E. Westlake 2011-10-25
A crew of thieves hopes to hijack a mobile home full of money in this
crime caper from “the funniest man in the world” (The Washington Post).
John Dortmunder has been working an encyclopedia-selling scam while
waiting for his next big heist. Unfortunately, his latest mark seems to be
wise to the con, and he has to cut his sales pitch short and make a quick
escape. But opportunity awaits: Main Street bank has temporarily
relocated to a mobile home. All Dortmunder has to do is get past seven
security guards, put the bank-on-wheels in gear, and drive away. It’s a
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simple plan, until it all goes wrong . . . Perfect for fans of Carl Hiaasen or
Lawrence Block’s Bernie Rhodenbarr series, the Dortmunder novels by
New York Times–bestselling and multiple Edgar Award–winning author
Donald E. Westlake are a rollicking treat that combine fast-moving
suspense with laugh-out-loud wit. Bank Shot is a “hilarious” standout in
the series (The New York Times).
Key Concepts in Educational Assessment - Tina Isaacs 2013-02-01
Key Concepts in Educational Assessment provides expert definitions and
interpretations of common terms within the policy and practice of
educational assessment. Concepts such as validity, assessment for
learning, measurement, comparability and differentiation are discussed,
and there is broad coverage of UK and international terminology.
Drawing on the considerable expertise of the authors, the entries
provide: - clear definitions - accounts of the key issues - authoritative and
reliable information - suggestions for further reading Created to support
students of education on undergraduate and postgraduate courses, and
established education professionals including those who are members of
the Chartered Institute of Educational Assessors (CIEA), this book is an
accessible guide for anyone engaged in educational assessment. Tina
Isaacs is Director of the MA in Educational Assessment at the Institute of
Education, London. Catherine Zara was most recently Director of the MA
in Educational Assessment and Director of the BA (Hons) in Post
Compulsory Education and Training at the University of Warwick.
Graham Herbert was most recently Director of the CIEA. Steve J.
Coombs is Head of Department for Continuing Professional Development
at Bath Spa University, which offers an MA in Educational Assessment.
Charles Smith is senior lecturer in economics and education at Swansea
Metropolitan University of Wales Trinity Saint David.
The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia - Mehdi Amin Razavi
Aminrazavi 2013-12-16
This volume gathers together the numerous essays by the Iranian
metaphysician and ontologist, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, on Islamic
philosophers and the intricate relationship between Persian culture and
its philosophical schools. Brought together into a single volume for the
alisher-navoiy-va-bobur-ijodini-o-rganish-dars-ishlanmasi

first time, these essays span four decades of Nasr's prolific and learned
scholarship on the development of Islamic philosophy, as well as the
general history of Islam, and expound his belief that philosophy is not
merely a rational but a sacred activity.
The Pragmatic Movement in American Philosophy - Charles William
Morris 1970
Approaches to Teaching Foreign Languages - Marta Gudrun Hesse
1975
Selections from writings by European and American educators from the
Renaissance to the twentieth century.
The English Teacher's Companion - Jim Burke 2008
Teachers and teacher educators asked for: the latest research on literacy
more information about national standards ways to consider gender in
instruction advice for teaching Advanced Placement classes ideas for
teaching media literacy and incorporating technology effectively into
instruction even more resources for mentoring new teachers analysis of
how trends in society, culture, and politics impact teachers and their
classrooms. And Jim delivers. He has revamped his introductory chapters
on literacy learning to include up-to-the-minute thinking from the field,
and he has incorporated lists of key standards and helpful suggestions
for reaching them. His practical strategies turn recent findings on
literacy and gender into well-designed, research-based instruction, and
his ideas help you meet the very different needs of AP students by
understanding their goals and providing them with appropriate
challenges.
Integrating Educational Technology Into Teaching - M. D. Roblyer
2018-01-15
Long recognized in the field as the leading educational technology text,
"Integrating Educational Technology into Teaching" links technology
integration strategies to specific learning theories, shows pre- and inservice teachers how to plan for technology integration, and offers
opportunities to practice integrating technology by designing curriculum
to meet teaching and learning needs. Carefully selected exercises,
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sample lessons, and recommended resources encourage teachers to
reflect on their practice as they develop the insights, knowledge, and
skills they need to infuse technology across all disciplines. Throughout
the book, content is updated to align with the latest ISTE Standards for
Educators and Students and showcases the most current tools, methods,
and ideas shaping the role of technology in education. -- From product
description.
Language Planning and National Development - William Fierman
1991-01-01
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE brings to
students, researchers and practitioners in all of the social and languagerelated sciences carefully selected book-length publications dealing with
sociolinguistic theory, methods, findings and applications. It approaches
the study of language in society in its broadest sense, as a truly
international and interdisciplinary field in which various approaches,
theoretical and empirical, supplement and complement each other. The
series invites the attention of linguists, language teachers of all interests,
sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, historians etc. to the
development of the sociology of language.
Strategies of Fantasy - Brian Attebery 1992
In the early chapters, the author sorts out some of the confusion about
the term fantasy, distinguishing the fantastic as a technique from fantasy
as a popular formula and a literary genre. Looking back to the early
reception of Tolkien's trend-setting epic fantasy, he points out how
critical theory at the time was simply unable to account for either the
strengths or the weaknesses of The Lord of the Rings. By contrast,
critical methods developed for coping with postmodernist metafictions
are shown to apply equally well to the genre of fantasy. Having worked
primarily with older fantasies in his study of The Fantasy Tradition in
American Literature, Attebery focuses here on important recent
examples such as Gene Wolfe's Book of the New Sun, Suzette Haden
Elgin's Ozark Trilogy, and John Crowley's Little, Big.
The Language of the Birds - Alisher Nava'I 2006-03-06
The Language of the Birds is a masterpiece of Eastern Turkish literature
alisher-navoiy-va-bobur-ijodini-o-rganish-dars-ishlanmasi

(now Uzbek), and was written by one of Central Asia’s most prominent
poets, Alisher Nava’i, shortly before his death in 1501. The story begins
with the birds of the world realizing they are far from their king and so
they begin their arduous journey with the assistance of the wise bird
Hoopoe as their guide. Hoopoe listens to their complaints and excuses
along the way and encourages them to seek true life even though the
journey is sometimes painful. This epic poem in prose form contains
many anecdotes and stories from the oral history of the Silk Road and
Islam. Through this story, people are exhorted to rise above any excuse
they might have in their spiritual pilgrimage. Alisher Nava’i (1441-1501)
is renowned in Central Asia for his numerous writings and lasting
influence in Uzbekistan as well as the contemporary Central Asian
republics. In modern Uzbekistan, Nava’i is revered above all other poets
and his presence is still found – streets, museums, and even a province
and city are name after him. His proverbs are found throughout Central
Asia and he is considered the father of the Uzbek language. His words
for peace and against oppression are as timely today as they were 5
centuries ago. Nava’i lived in Herat, Afghanistan. His writings,
endowments, and his life example have had lasting influence in Central
Asia. In The Language of the Birds, we are introduced to what Nava’i
thought is important in life. It is a world of love that goes beyond the
rational and is ready to endure anything for the beloved. This book is for
anyone who values great historical literature, as well as those needing
inspiration in his or her own pilgrimage in life.
English Phonetics and Phonology - Philip Carr 2021-08-11
The second edition of the popular English Phonetics and Phonology
textbook has been extensively updated and expanded to offer greater
flexibility for teachers and increased support for non-native speakers
studying the sound systems of English. An ideal introduction to the study
of the sound systems of English, designed for those with no previous
knowledge of the subject Second edition now rigorously updated and
expanded to reflect feedback from existing students and to increase
support for non-native speakers of English Benefits from a useful
introduction to articulatory phonetics, along with coverage of the main
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aspects of the phonological structure of present-day English Features a
completely new chapter on the relationship between English spelling and
pronunciation, extended coverage of intonation, and extensive revisions
to sections on rhythm, word stress, intonation and varieties of English
worldwide Will include invaluable chapter-by-chapter exercises, linked to
sound files available on the accompanying website at
www.wiley.com/go/carrphonetics (available upon publication)
The TKT Course Modules 1, 2 and 3 - Mary Spratt 2011-01-13
This is an updated version of 'the' teacher training course for teachers
and trainee teachers preparing for the Cambridge ESOL Teaching
Knowledge Test (TKT) Modules 1, 2 and 3 or other initial teacher
training qualifications.
Validity in Educational and Psychological Assessment - Paul Newton
2014-04-15
Lecturers, request your electronic inspection copy to review it for your
course. Validity is the hallmark of quality for educational and
psychological measurement. But what does quality mean in this context?
And to what, exactly, does the concept of validity apply? These
apparently innocuous questions parachute the unwary inquirer into a
minefield of tricky ideas. This book guides you through this minefield,
investigating how the concept of validity has evolved from the nineteenth
century to the present day. Communicating complicated concepts
straightforwardly, the authors answer questions like: What does 'validity'
mean? What does it mean to 'validate'? How many different kinds of
validity are there? When does validation begin and end? Is reliability a
part of validity, or distinct from it? This book will be of interest to anyone
with a professional or academic interest in evaluating the quality of
educational or psychological assessments, measurements and diagnoses.
The Art of Translation - Theodore Savory 2013

to protect your book - Glossy-Finish Printed on paper perfect for fine tip
pens, colored pencils, and markers. Measures 8.5" x 11" This Blank
Comic Book is great for anyone who wants to create their own comics,
cartoons or storyboard scripts. It perfect for sketching and drawing
comic strips. Kids love making their own cartoons and comics and this
Blank Comic Book for Kids is the book you need. Filled with comic book
templates of various styles, with over 120 pages, this book will keep
budding artists busy for hours. This is a big comic book journal, 8.5" x
11" so lots of room for them to immerse themselves in their own
creativity. It is the perfect gift for the holidays as kids will have the time
to sit down and draw. Order your blank comic book for kids today and let
them create their own comics. Click to buy now. Blank Comic Book
Variety of Templates, Blank Comic Book Variety of Templates, blank
comic book notebook. This sketch journal is perfect as a gift idea for kids
and teens, for girls and boys, students, for all budding artists.
Topsy-Turvy - Jules Verne 2007
School Didactics And Learning - Michael Uljens 2004-08-02
This text presents a reflective theory of school didactics, incorporating
German and Nordic research traditions in the theory of didactics,
together with Anglo-American research on teaching instructional
research and cognitivist theory.
Fixed Expressions - Ritva Laury 2020-11-15
This volume concerns the structure and use of fixed expressions in a
range of typologically, genetically and areally distinct languages. The
chapters consider the use contexts of fixed expressions, at the same time
taking seriously the need to account for their structural aspects.
Formulaicity is taken here as a central feature of everyday language use,
and fixed expressions as a basic utterance building resource for
interaction. Our crosslinguistic investigation suggests that humans have
the propensity to automatize ways to handle various discourse-level
needs for specific sequential contexts by creating (semi-)fixed
expressions based on frequent patterns. The chapters examine topics
such as the degrees and types of fixedness, the emergence of fixed

Comic Book - P. O. D. Publishing 2019-12-09
Comic Book The Blank Comic Book Notebook - Variety of Templates Fun
for all ages for Making Comics Wide Variety of Templates, Draw Comics
The Fun Way Over 120 pages of blank comic book paper Durable cover
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expressions, their connection to social action, the new understanding of
traditional linguistic categories in light of fixedness, crosslinguistic
variation in types of fixed expressions, as well as their non-verbal
aspects. The volume situates the notion of ‘units’ of language at the
intersection of interaction and formal structure as part of a larger effort
to replace rule-based conceptions of language with a more dynamic,
realistic and pragmatically based model of language. The articles are
based on naturally occurring data, mostly everyday conversation, in
English, Estonian, Finnish, Japanese, and Mandarin, with some
crosslinguistic comparison.
Current English Grammar - Sylvia Chalker 1997

Mening kemam ana shu to''lqinga tushib olsa bas, fazoning istalgan
nuqtasiga katta tezlikda uchib ketaveradi. - U shunday deb monitorda
o''zining hisob-kitoblari tushirilgan chizmani ko''rsata boshladi. - Kvant
fizikasining asoslari shuni ko''rsatadiki... - Shoshma, bolakay! Ahmadning gapini ko''zoynak taqqan hakam to''xtatdi. - To''gʻrisi, bu
chizmalar va sening gaplaringga tushunib bo''lmayapti. Sodda qilib
aytganda, bu kema fazoda o''z-o''zidan, hech qanday raketa dvigatelisiz
harakatlanadi, shundaymi? - Xuddi shunday! Mana, bizning Yer
sayyoramiz ham Quyosh atrofida hech qanday dvigatelsiz soniyasiga 30
km tezlik bilan uchib yuradi-ku. Bu to''ppochadan otilgan o''qdan 100marta tezroq degani, axir! Endi tanlovga yigʻilganlarning bari bir-biriga
o''ychan qarab qolishgandi. Zalda "Mushtdek bolaning qulogʻimizga
lagʻmon ilishini qarang", "Sal xayolparast bola ekan-mi?", "Gʻirt
bo''lmagan gap" kabi pichir-pichirlar ko''payib qoldi. Baʼzilar esa
Ahmadga hayrat bilan boqar, ularni uchar qurilma emas balki o''n ikki
yoshli bolaning iqtidori ajablantirar edi. - Men hozirda uchar qurilmaning
bir gravitatsiya to''lqinidan boshqa bir to''lqinga o''tib, o''z yo''nalishini
o''zgartirishi masalasida izlanyapman. - Buning iloji yo''q! - dedi baland
ovozda o''tirganlar orasida birov. Eng oxirgi qatordan kelgan bu ovoz
egasini izlab hamma orqaga qaradi. Bu bo''ylari past, judayam ozgʻin va
xunuk bir odam edi. - Bolakay, nisbiylik nazariyasiga ko''ra, sen aytgan
qurilmani fazoga uchirish mumkin, - tushuntira boshladi pakana odam. Lekin uni boshqarib bo''lmay qoladi. Aniqrogʻi, yerlik muhandislarning
malakasi hali bunday qurilma yaratishga ojizlik qiladi. O''zicha bilagʻonlik
qilayotgan bu gʻalati odamga hamma taajjublanib qarab qoldi. Bolalar
esa yaxshi boshlangan tanlovning bunaqa tus olganiga ko''nika olmay
qovoqlarini uyib olishgandi. - Nega endi?! - eʼtiroz bildirdi Ahmad. - Nega
desang, yerliklar atom fizikasi va gravitatsiya asoslarini hali unchalik
tushunishmaydi. Balki ellik yoki yuz yildan so''ng bu boradagi
bilimlaringiz ortib qolar... - Bo''ldi, bas qilinglar, - asabiy holda gapni
bo''ldi ko''zoynakli hakam - yerliklar, yerliklar, deysiz... Nima, siz
osmondan tushganmisiz?! Hakam shunday dediyu bir nuqtaga qarab,
qotib qoldi. Chunki hozirgina odamlar orasida unga angrayib qarab
turgan mahmadona odam xuddi yer yutganday gʻoyib bo''lgandi. U

Babur-nama - Babur (Emperor of Hindustan) 1989
Galaktikada Bir Kun - One Day in the Galaxy - Sa'dullo Quronov
2021-12-12
This work is written in Uzbek. This is for all Uzbeks in the world! O''zbek
bolalar adabiyotidagi ilk ilmiy-fantastik asar! Mazkur asar voqealari
koinotda kechuvchi oʻtkir syujetlar asosiga qurilgan. Qissa qahramoni 12
yoshli Ahmad yaratgan juda noyob fazo kemasi yerlik olimlar qolib, oʻzga
sayyoraliklarning eʼtiborini tortadi. Endi u oʻzi bilmagan holda
galaktikamizdagi yovuz kuchlar va yaxshilarning kurashiga aralashib
qoladi... Asardan parcha - Ko''rib turganingizday qurilmani odatiy raketa
fazoga olib chiqadi, - Ahmad chizmalarni namoyish qildi. Chizmadagi
suratlarga qarab bir nimani tushunish qiyin edi. Chunki unda turli
matematik belgi va formulalar, geometrik shakllar gʻij-gʻij edi. Ammo bir
qarashda bu narsalar judayam malakali muhandis tomonidan tuzilgan
chizmaga o''xshab ketardi. - Uchar qurilma raketadan ajralib, - davom
etdi qahramonimiz, - kichik energiya evaziga fazodagi gravitatsiya
to''lqiniga tushib oladi. Gravitatsiya, yaʼni butun olam tortishish
qonunlariga ko''ra buni amalga oshirish mumkin. Nyuton va
Eynshteynning gravitatsiya haqidagi nazariyalari ham buni tasdiqlaydi.
Gravitatsiya butun olamni harakatlantirib turadigan ko''rinmas kuchdir.
Fazoda esa gravitatsiyaning xuddi daryoga o''xshash to''lqinlari bor.
alisher-navoiy-va-bobur-ijodini-o-rganish-dars-ishlanmasi
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ko''zoynagini yechib, ko''zlarini ishqalab tagʻin razm soldi - pakana odam
haqiqatan ham yo''q edi. Hakam chuqur xo''rsinib joyiga o''tirarkan, stol
ustidagi suvga qo''lini uzatib bir-ikki qultum suv ichdi. So''ng ayb ish qilib
qo''ygan boladay boshini egib o''tirib qoldi.
The Myth of the Birth of the Hero: A psychological interpretation of
mythology - Otto Rank 2021-09-27
The prominent civilized nations, such as the Babylonians, Egyptians,
Hebrews, and Hindoos, the inhabitants of Iran and of Persia, the Greeks
and the Romans as well as the Teutons and others, all began at an early
stage to glorify their heroes, mythical princes and kings, founders of
religions, dynasties, empires or cities, in brief their national heroes, in a
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number of poetic tales and legends. The history of the birth and of the
early life of these personalities came to be especially invested with
fantastic features, which in different nations even though widely
separated by space and entirely independent of each other present a
baffling similarity, or in part a literal correspondence. Many investigators
have long been impressed with this fact, and one of the chief problems of
mythical research still consists in the elucidation of the reason for the
extensive analogies in the fundamental outlines of mythical tales, which
are rendered still more enigmatical by the unanimity in certain details,
and their reappearance in most of the mythical groupings.
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